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By Hon’ble Minister

Telangana is India’s 29th and youngest State. Born in 2014, among 
several uncertainties around infrastructure, power and economic & 
fiscal position, Telangana had an enormous task ahead for itself. There 
were initial challenges, we had to assure existing industry of stable 
political and policy environment, citizens of building the State forward 
and providing opportunities, infrastructure, education and welfare. Since 
its formation, Telangana has not looked back and won several accolades 
both on national as well as international forums. Telangana has emerged 
as one of the fastest growing State with double digit growth on several 
indicators like GSDP, FDI inflows which is higher than the national 
averages. This has been possible due to Hon’ble Chief Minister’s vision of 
Bangaru Telangana which means Golden Telangana, a State with growing 
economy, conducive and easy to do business environment, robust 
infrastructure and above all equal opportunities for all. 

Amidst uncertainties at the time of formation, Government of 
Telangana ensured administrative efficiency across Governance. We 
always understood that growth can be achieved through effective 
Governance.  Telangana is the top State on Ease of Doing Business in 
a country level assessment of business environment and governance 
efficiency conducted by DIPP-World Bank. Our commitment to building 
infrastructure has been the highest in the country reflected in our overall 
spend.  Telangana is the only State that assures regulatory approvals to 
businesses and provides deemed approval in case of delays.  Hyderabad, 
our capital city is the best city in the entire country on quality of 
living. Strategically located, it provides excellent connectivity to other 
business centers of the country – Mumbai, Bangalore, Delhi, Chennai.  
Ecosystem is well-developed with leading education institutes and 
highest demographic dividend available to us. Telangana also has a well-
diversified industrial presence that offers opportunities for businesses 
to collaborate especially for R&D and manufacturing Hyderabad has 
a thriving Life Sciences Industry. Our contribution to pharmaceuticals 
is highest in the country and share in Indian exports also among the 
highest. Hyderabad is recognized as the vaccine hub of India. Industry 
has grown tremendously in last 5 years with timely policy interventions, 
infrastructure development and thrust on education & training. In recent 
years, we have seen investments in R&D, medical device manufacturers, 
biologicals and other segments of the industry. Our vision is to be a USD 
100 Billion Life Sciences economy in Telangana in next 10 years. 

I invite you to be a part of Telangana growth story.

Sri K T Rama Rao
The Hon’ble Industry Minister
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Life Sciences in Telangana:  
Evolution to Innovation
Today, Indian Life Sciences sector not only exports affordable and high quality generics, but also 
intermediates to both regulated and emerging markets worldwide. Globally we are making significant 
strides in the sector likely to be among top 10 markets by 2020. Rising burden of lifestyle diseases, 
growing population, Government of India’s push through several Health schemes are all contributing to the 
growth. There is also an emerging ecosystem at present, accelerating innovation in the sector.

Telangana is the life sciences hub of India. The government of Telangana has identified life sciences as a 
key area and is giving priority to research and innovation in this sector. It is working towards strengthening 
the life sciences ecosystem and exploring opportunities in the fields of digital medicine and artificial 
intelligence.

The sector has attracted investments of USD 1.49 billion in the last four years and has more than 25 per 
cent of the country’s pharmaceutical market share. The pharmaceutical sector is expected to grow 20 per 
cent annually. Telangana is recognized as the vaccine hub of India and the world, producing about 33 per 
cent of global vaccine dosages. The state has further strengthened its leadership position in life sciences 
innovation and manufacturing hubs, by contributing more than 35 per cent to the national pharmaceutical 
production of the country.
It is home to India’s first medical devices park and also has various clusters such as Genome Valley, 
Hyderabad Pharma City etc and presents significant opportunity to expand. Hyderabad also has many 
established global players in life sciences sector. Telangana ranks at number 2 in the ‘ease of doing 
business’ among states and has been declared the 2nd best state for investments by the World Bank. 
The introduction of Telangana State Industrial Project Approval and Self Certification System (TS-IPASS) 
have further made the investment process more efficient by providing all approvals under one platform 
in a transparent manner. All these factors in addition to a dedicated life sciences policy present a huge 
investment potential and make Telangana an ideal destination for the life sciences sector to thrive.

I am happy to note that the State has not only attracted strategic investments in the life sciences sector 
but in other sectors such as IT and ITeS, Textiles, Metal and Minerals among others. I would like to laud the 
Government of Telangana for their contribution and untiring efforts to promote the life sciences sector.

At KPMG, we offer multitude of advisory services to organizations in the sector ranging from market entry 
to regulatory assistance. We have leveraged our sectoral expertise to present the sector assessment for 
Hyderabad. I am confident that the information provided in the report will provide a clear understanding of 
the State’s progress and investment potential in the life sciences sector and will prove extremely relevant 
to the stakeholders. We at KPMG in India are committed to play a key role in the transformation. It is 
evident that convergence of efforts at different levels will be the key for successful outcomes.

Nilaya Varma
Partner and Leader
Markets Enablement 
T: +91 1246691000
E: nilaya@kpmg.com
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Telangana – Youngest & Fastest 
growing economy in the country

TALANGANA

Formed in 2014, It 
is youngest state in 
the Country with 33 
districts

Capital – Hyderabad. 
Also the largest city 

in the State

Area: 112,077 km2 Population: 35 million, 
39% Urban Population
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Economic Advantage: Per Capita Income- 
USD 2,500

Economic Growth Rate:  
9.8 % (2017-2018)GSDP- USD 120 billion est. 

(15% growth rate) in 2018-19 

Institutes of Repute
1. Indian School of Business- leading management institute of the world as 

per financial times
2. Indian Institute of Technology- Ranked 8th among all the engineering 

institutes in India according to National institution Ranking Framework
3. International Institute of Information Technology- Ranked amongst the top 

6 Universities in Asia by Cybermetric Lab
4. Indian Institute of Biotechnology- One of the few institutions in India that 

provide Good hands on training in a state of the art pilot plant scale 
biotech facility 

5. Nizam Institute of Medical Sciences- Received the best oncology institute 
award from ECON for the second consecutive year

6. Institute of Life Sciences- It has been accorded recognition as a Scientific & 
Industrial Research Organization (SIRO) by the Ministry of Science & 
Technology, Govt of India

7. National Institute of Pharmaceutical and Research- It is one of the seven 
schools under India's Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers. As an Institute 
of National Importance, it plays a major role in human resource 
development for the Indian pharmaceutical industry

Total Population- 35 Million
1. Sex Ratio-988
2. Urban Population- 39%
3. Literacy Rate- 66.54%

1. Charminar- Over 400 years old Mosque situated at the heart of 
Hyderabad

2. Golconda Fort- The 'round hill' is the early capital city of the mughal
dynasty

3. Ramoji Film City- One of the largest integrated film city of India
4. Salar Jung Museum- It is one of the three National Museums of India

Demographic

Tourism
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Telangana at a Glance

Newly formed State of Telangana came saddled with multitude of challenges at 
the time of bifurcation. While, there was Hyderabad as its capital, there were other 
issues related to infrastructure, water, stable political and economic environment 
that the Government had to address. 

Government of Telangana undertook several measures to strengthen and enhance 
the availability of all round infrastructure that would facilitate a conducive 
business environment in the State.

Physical Infrastructure in Telangana

• Power deficit State at the time of formation in 2014 to Power surplus State in 2017 
with installed capacity of 15,955 Mega Watts1 

• 10% water from all irrigation sources are available for industrial use 
• 3200 MW of installed capacity of Solar Power 
• 25,792 kms of road network in Telangana – State Government is set to expand it to 

42,053 kms 
• Robust rail network across Telangana with direct rail connectivity to several provincial 

headquarters in the State
• 45 kms of metro line in Hyderabad – 2nd biggest line after New Delhi 
• World’s 8th best airport  in Hyderabad
• Asia Pacific’s first carbon neutral airport 
• GMR Hyderabad International Airport Ltd. (GHIAL) cargo terminal has been certified 

with the World Health Organization’s Good Storage and Distribution Practices (WHO-
GSDP

1BEF – Statistics as on December 2018
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Education & Social Infrastructure in Telangana
• 66% literacy rate in Telangana
• Hyderabad is home to country’s leading institutes like IIIT Hyderabad, NIPER, JNTU, 

and Osmania University. It also has one of the World’s top ranked management 
institute – ISB (Indian School of Business)

• 3 central universities, 17 State universities, 280 industrial training institutes, 23 
polytechnics

• Huge demographic dividend - 77% population in working age group

Industrial Development & Economic Development
• More than 60 special economic zones across 7,054 acres (2,856 hectares)2  of land 

operational in Telangana
• More than 300 industrial parks spreading over an extent of about 1, 21,655 acres 

(including allotted area)3 
• 18.46 billion cumulative FDI inflows in Telangana up to March 20194 
• 7.23 billion of exports during 2018-195 
• Two “National Investment & Manufacturing Zones” in Telangana approved by 

Government of India – 16,529 acres for Pharma City NIMZ and 12,365 acres for 
another NIMZ

• Hyderabad is one of the top 20 global cities attracting FDI6  

Startup Infrastructure 
• 20 Life Sciences focused incubators present in the State
• More than 22 Venture Capital Funds in Hyderabad including Venture East, Brand 

Capital, Endiya Partners, Anthill, Caspian, and Indian Angel Network etc.

2  TSIIC
3 TSIIC
4 DPIIT (Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade)
5 IBEF
6 Business Today, March 2019 article
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Key recognition of Telangana since 
formation7

Life Sciences Capital of 
India

2nd highest number of 
operational special economic 
zones in India

Highest capacity of Solar 
Power commissioned in 2017

Kaleshwaram Project- World’s 
Largest multi-stage life 
irrigation project

2nd Largest Contributor 
to IT Exports

Home to annual BioAsia 
Convention

Top State in Ease of Do-
ing Business Ranking

14 key focus areas- Life 
Sciences has been 
identified as a priority 
sector by the State 
Government

Hyderabad- Number 1 
livable city as per Mercer 
Quality of Living Report

Promising State of the Year 
Award in 2015 and 2016 y 
CNBC_TV18

Chief Minister KCR chosen 
as Economic Times ‘Business 
Reformer of the Year’

7 DIPP, Invest India, IBEF, Bio Asia website
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Key recognition of Telangana since 
formation7
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Leader in Ease of Doing Business

Government of the newly formed State was aware that it had to allay investor concerns 
regarding economic stability and favorable environment for businesses. Telangana quick-
ly introduced the Telangana State Industrial Project Approval and Self-Certification Sys-
tem (TSiPASS) Act. Under this act, all approvals were to be granted within 30 days from 
the time of application and Telangana became the first and only State to give deemed 
approvals in case of overruns. Greater accountability was placed on Government offi-
cials with penal provisions introduced in the Act for intentional delays caused.

Concerted efforts from the State Government placed Telangana on top of the Ease of 
Doing Business assessment conducted by DIPP-World Bank.

It is also one of the 3 States in the country to offer deemed approvals to businesses in 
case of delays.

There is a high level of administrative efficiency in governance that assures all approvals 
within 30 days of application. Efficient system backed by robust policy initiatives makes 
Hyderabad the State with lowest cost of doing business in the country

A. Ease of Doing Business

Telangana State Industrial Project Approval 
System and Self-Certification (TSiPASS) Act 

introduced by the Government
Industrial projects USD1 billion 
investment to be approved within 15 
days
All other projects within 30 daysSelf-certification by investors 

introduced in most cases

Additional information can be sought 
only within 3 days of application

Only government liable for 
penal action

COST OF DOING BUSINESS 

Telangana has the lowest 
cost of business in India 
(including manpower, 
electricity, employee) 0

1000

2000

Andhra
Pradessh

Gujarat Karntaka Telangana

Cost of Doing Business in the 
States (USD)

Source: Telangana Idnsutries Department

Source: IBEF

B. Cost of Doing Business
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Leader in Ease of Doing Business

C. Quality of Doing Business

End-to-end one stop shop for all state level 
department approvals and incentive approvals

Only 12 documents required for all approvals as 
compared to 100+ before - self certifications accepted

Easy and safe online payments

No physical touchpoints - all applications submitted, 
tracked and approval certificates obtained online

Approvals of Mega Projects within 15 days and other 
projects within 30 days

Grievance redressal system with defined penalties against defaulting officers

Deemed approvals in case of delay

EoDB Ranking in India

Telangana has performed consistently 
(1st in 2017 and 2nd in 2018) in Ease of 
Doing Business rankings evaluated by 
Department for Promotion of Industry 

and Internal Trade (DPIIT) in 
collaboration with the World 

Bank Group.

As a result of policy interventions and process reforms, Telangana has 
witnessed accelerated economic growth in the State.

10,107 
Industries set 
up across all 

sectors

2.8 Million of 
Investment

12,07,259 jobs 
created

10,107 
Industries set 
up across all 

sectors

2.8 Million of 
Investment

12,07,259 jobs 
created

10,107 
Industries set 
up across all 

sectors

2.8 Million of 
Investment

12,07,259 jobs 
created
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Not just Life Sciences, Hyderabad is a host to top companies across all sectors. Hyder-
abad has an ecosystem that is far more balanced and advanced than cities in rest of the 
country and it makes Hyderabad the preferred destination for any business considering 
investing in India.

Hyderabad has emerged as one 
of the Preferred Destinations for 
the Top Companies

and many more…
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Key Investments in Telangana in 
recent times

Let us look at how Telangana has grown as the Life Sciences hub over the years and how the State 
Government push and a fairly balanced ecosystem has helped accelerate the Life Sciences Industry Growth 
in the State.

1,0000 crores investment in 4,00,000 
sq. ft outlet by IKEA

Tata Boeing Aerospace Ltd (TBAL), a joint 
venture between Boeing Co. and Tata 
Advanced Systems Ltd (TASL) set up 
their facility to produce fuselages for the 
AH-64 Apache helicopter in Hyderabad.

OnePlus is looking to boost the 
workforce at its Hyderabad R&D centre 
to over 1,500 over the next three years, 
from 200 engineers at present as it 
plans to invest Rs 1,000 crore in its R&D 
centre in Hyderabad over the next three 
years, according to its chief executive, a 
move that will make it its largest facility.

Qualcomm has outlined plans to invest 
$400 million (about Rs 3,000 crore) to set 
up their campus in Hyderabad;

Technology firm Intel to set up a 
development center in Hyderabad 
which is expected to create 1,500 
jobs

French defense and aerospace giant 
Safran have decided to set up a facility 
to manufacture parts of LEAP turbofan 
engine of aircraft at Hyderabad. The 
new manufacturing facility, its first in 
India for LEAP turbofan engines, will 
involve an investment of around €40 
million (approximately `323.3 crore) 
with a capacity of around 20,000 units 
a year

Amazon India inaugurated the largest 
company-owned campus, worldwide, 
in Hyderabad, the only one outside 
the US. The e-commerce firm will 
house more than 15,000 employees 
out of the over 62,000 members 
of the India team. Interestingly, the 
campus contains 2.5 times more 
steel than the Eiffel Tower, measured 
by weight, and its total built-up area 
when spread out will span over 68 
acres of land, which is equivalent to 
nearly 65 football fields.
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Life Sciences

Hyderabad is the Life Sciences Capital of India with over 600 life sciences 
companies having combined value of USD 50 Bn & contributing to 35% of India’s 
pharma production

Source: BIRAC Report; Invest India, IBEF

Ahemdabad
5%

Bangalore
27%

Chandigarh
2%

Chennai
10%

Delhi
2%

Hyderabad
36%

Indore
4%

Mumbai
1%

Nagpur
0%

Pune
12%

Vizag
1%

Pharma industry in Hyderabad is 
growing at 20% annually 27% of India’s pharmaceutical 

market

Robust healthcare 
infrastructure:- 50 public and 
165 private hospitals, 4,000 
clinics and nursing homes, 
500 diagnostic centers 

Recognized as Vaccine 
Capital of India - ~33% 
of all vaccines 
produced globally

Rich industrial base 
fostering Life Sciences 4.0 -
presence of global leaders in 
IT and Life Sciences Sector

1st in Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturing- 40% 
of total bulk drug 
production and 50% of 
bulk drug exports of
India

High quality ecosystem 
with ready to occupy 
facilities in Genome Valley

Sends largest number of 
STEM students (more than 
20,000) to US

One of the largest innovations 
and manufacturing hubs in 
India for Life Sciences

Home to India’s first Medical 
Devices Park

36% of overall funding raised by Life 
Companies based in Hyderabad

1/3rd of USFDA 
approved facilities of 
India 
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Over 30% of India’s 
pharmaceutical production

Manufactures 1 in every 5 vaccines
exported from India

Produces 1 out of 3 vaccines
produced globally

27% of India’s pharmaceutical 
market 

Robust healthcare infrastructure:
50 public and 165 private hospitals, 
4,000 clinics and nursing homes, 

500 diagnostic centers 

Dedicated Clusters- Genome 
Valley, Medical Devices Park, 

Pharma City

1/3rd of USFDA approved facilities of 
India 

19 Life Sciences and MedTech
Incubators in Hyderabad

30% of ANDA approvals of Indian pharma 
companies800 pharma, BioTech and MedTech

companies - combined valuation of 
USD 50 Bn

Backed by robust infrastructure and conducive policy interventions, Hyderabad is 
making strides in Growth of Life Sciences Industry

Source: About Telangana, Invest in India; Industrial Policy Framework for the State of Telangana 2017; https://www.busi-
ness-standard.com/article/news-ians/telangana-attracted-rs-10-000-cr-investment-in-life-sciences-minister-118081200717_1.
html

Increasing Investments

January 2015-Sep 2019
1. 934 investment proposals in 
Life Sciences have been approved, 
including 157 R&D proposals
2. 80% of these projects have 
commenced project execution 
already
3. These proposals envisage more 
than 20,000 high value R&D and 
around 60,000 manufacturing jobs
4. Telangana has attracted 
investments to the tune of about 
USD 1946 million in life sciences 
sector between 2015-19 YTD 
(including USD 522 million in R&D)
5. Medchal and Siddipet districts 
alone contributed more than USD 
7344 million of investment (including 
USD 282 million of R&D investment) 
in the Life Sciences sector 
generating close to  
30,000 jobs

• >700 investment proposals in life sciences 
sector approved

• Include >100 R&D proposals
• 80% projects under execution creating 20,000 

high value R&D jobs and 50,000 manufacturing 
jobs since 2015 

TS-iPASS introduced in 2015 
• 11 Manufacturing licenses, 8 Sales licenses, Licenses 

for Narcotic Drugs &  Psychotropic Substance and all 
other major licenses available online

• >3780 drug manufacturing licenses granted 

• Life Sciences product exports grew at 2.41x   
compared with national average of 1.18x

• Contribution of Life Sciences to overall 
exports doubled to 36% 

Expanding Industrial Footprint

Improved Ease of Doing Business – Top Rank

Growing Export Share

rahulraj1
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Hyderabad’s Global Impact 

440 95FY13 535

Total

409 91FY14 500

492 120FY15 612

651 184
FY17 835

Year

763 174
FY18 937

781 190
FY19 971

Generic drug approvals

Approvals

Tentative Approvals

Source: USFDA

Green Light: Company-wise approvals since October 2017

USFDA is granting higher 
approvals for new drugs every year

Hyderabad receives major chunk of those approvals

63

62

59

34

31

25

22

21

16

13

11

9

Aurobindo

Mylan

Cadila Healthcare

Actavis

Cipla

Lupin

Teva

Sun Pharma

Dr. Reddy’s Lab

Glenmark

Sandoz

Torrent Pharma

No. of approvals*

*Includes tentative approvals
Source: Edelwiess

Hyderabad’s impact on Global Healthcare
1. World’s first WHO Prequalified Typhoid Conjugate Vaccine is from Hyderabad
2. World’s first generic mAB is from Hyderabad
3. 2nd Company in the world and 1st in India to launch Purified Vero Cell Rabies 

Vaccine is from Hyderabad
4. 1st Company in the world to file patents for Zika and Chikungunya 

candidates is from Hyderabad

Hyderabad accounts for 25% of the USFDA facilities in India
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Hyderabad’s Global Impact 

As a result of Hyderabad’s global impact, Hyderabad now hosts some of 
the large multi-nationals across Life Sciences segments and value chain

many more...

World’s 1st generic 
MAB manufactured

1st Indian company to 
launch Para IV 

Fluoxetine in US 

1st Company to 
develop and 

manufacture a 
recombinant human 
healthcare product

Hosts one of the 
three globally 

integrated drug 
development 

centers for Novartis

One of the 
leading 

manufacturers of 
antiretroviral 
(ARV) APIs

One of the world’s 
largest plants for 

veterinary 
vaccines set up by 

Indian 
Immunologicals

Ltd

2nd company in the 
world and 1st in 
India to launch 

purified Vero cell 
rabies vaccine 

(PVRV)

World’s 1st 

company to 
make 

Rotovac
Vaccine

World’s 1st

WHO 
Prequalified 

Typhoid 
Conjugate 

Vaccine

World’s 1st

company to file 
patents for 

Zika and 
Chikungunya 

vaccines

1st Company in 
India to launch 
the fixed dose 
combination

Largest Indian 
generic player in the 

US by number of 
prescriptions

Leading supplier of 
Pentavalent Vaccine 

across the world

rahulraj1
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Initiatives and Clusters

Clusters

5,60,000
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Initiatives and Clusters

Clusters Key Initiatives in the Sector undertaken by Government of Telangana:

1. Genome Valley 2.0
a. Elevating Genome Valley to Asia’s premium biotech and R&D hub
b. Surbana Jurong, Singapore (planners for Biopolis, One North Cluster, etc.) have been 
    engaged to develop the masterplan 
c. Integrated Development – Growing on the anchor R&D landscape, a larger influence
    area nurturing knowledge and skilling initiatives
d. Ensure a live-work-learn-create environment for high functioning professionals
e. Initiatives around GV 2.0:
 i. First of its kind animal based clinical trial facility in India (ICMR NARF-BR
              commissioned
              to spearhead the state’s position as the leading clinical trials destination
 ii. Biologics Hub (B-Hub), a growth phase center coupled with scaleup
              manufacturing with provision for biopharma skilling to support young biopharma  
              companies in pre-clinical and early clinical stages

2.Translational Biomedical Research Institute
a. Creation of a unique, internationally competent biomedical research institute (in 
Genome Valley 2.0) that transcends traditional barriers in moving scientific discoveries 
into the clinic
b. It is proposed in partnership with Govt of Telangana, CCMB and Govt of India
c. The objective of the institute is to develop and Indianize transformative cell and gene-
based therapeutics catering to Indian population and addressing regional unmet demands

3.Digital Medicines Hub 
a. First of its kind cluster synergizing State’s thriving life science ecosystem & strong
    technology ecosystem
b. A “Digital Medicine Strategy Group” has been constituted for developing the
    architecture of Digital Medicines Hub, and also formulate mechanism for the protection
    of personal health information, addressing concerns and building a robust framework
c. Experts from Health Department, IT Department, Hospitals, Life sciences industry,
    Insurance sector, Incubators and Academia, Cloud service providers and legal experts
    are part of this strategy group

4. Enhancing Ease of Doing Business
a. A task force on EoDB was constituted and based on the recommendations the process
   for test license and manufacturing license were made online by the regulatory agency
   (DCA)
b. Further recommendations (pertaining to regulatory, operations and business) will
    be taken up with the respective state agencies and concerted efforts will be taken to
    streamline the existing process for life sciences industry

5,60,000
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5. Skilling Initiatives
a. Facilitating industry focused training programs for upskilling of talent pool in
    Hyderabad
b. Partnerships include: Regulatory guidelines & quality standards with USP; GLP, GMP
    for vaccines with Bharat Biotech, Biological E., Indian Immunologicals and Shantha
    Biotech; B-Hub GMP Bioprocessing training; QC training with Dr. Reddy’s
    Laboratories; AI in healthcare in partnership with IIIT, HYD

6. Competency mapping and synergizing
a. Profiling life sciences companies, institutions, start-ups and incubators to deepen the 
current understanding on the baseline of resources, capabilities, etc. in the State
b. Will assist in bringing out tailormade policy, more relevant to its industry base; 
undertake skilling initiatives; create a network for several government initiatives

7. Life Sciences Vision Group
Think Tank for the Government to make Telangana a globally attractive destination, 
recommend new initiatives, programmes and policies to be implemented by the 
Government

8. BioAsia 
 Annual Life Sciences event hosted by Government of Telangana in partnership with 
Government of India has emerged as a catalyst for the life sciences industry, providing 
a platform for B2B meetings, advocating policies and discussing the roadmap for the 
Industry.
Summarized below are the achievements of BioAsia over the last 16 years since its 
inception:
• Investment announcement to the tune INR 16,000 crores (USD 2.5bn) 
• Participation of luminaries from 90+ countries
• Signed 200+ LOIs, bilateral cooperation agreements and MOUs
• 20+ Knowledge papers with policy recommendations
• Launch of 20+ new initiatives, announcements and projects
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9. Medtech Consortium
Comprising of experts from Government, incubators, institutions, industries, etc. and 
also clinicians hosts a monthly meet up for healthcare start-ups called T-HealthCafe. 
Each edition features an expert talk on a specific topic like clinical trials, regulatory 
compliance, etc, followed by start-ups making one minute pitch seeking mentorship / 
assistance from consortium.

12.Innovation Policy and Telangana State Innovation Cell
Promoting Start-ups and entrepreneurship ecosystem

13.IoT Policy
a very comprehensive policy to create a conducive ecosystem for all connected with 
technology

10. Research and Inn¬ovation Circle of Hyderabad
Fostering industry – academia connect to take technology from scientific labs to market
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Life Sciences Grid – a step 
towards $100 Billion Vision
Government of Telangana has announced creation of a Life Sciences Grid to provide 
necessary support to the Life Sciences Industry including pharma, biotechnology, 
healthcare and other related life sciences sector. 

The grid is planned to support Government’s vision of having a $100 Billion Life 
Sciences industry with more than 400,000 jobs in next ten years . 

Grid is one of its kind initiative aimed at creating a full-fledged self-sufficient ecosystem 
of all stakeholders (Universities, Hospitals, Research Institutes, Government, 
Industry Representatives) across the value-chain of Life Sciences Industry. It is 
aimed at providing a platform for stakeholders to connect with each other for capital 
requirements, infrastructure, faster approvals, skill development, manpower needs and 
much more. The platform will also accelerate the start-ups in the industry and give them 
a confidence to bring market ready solutions that the network will help monetize.

Institutes
• National Institute of Pharma & Research (NIPER)
• Institute of Biotechnology
• Birla Institute of Technology & Science (BITS-Pilani)

Universities • Jawaharlal Nehru Technical University
• Osmania University

Parks and 
Clusters

• Medical devices park
• Pharma City
• Genome Valley

Industry 
• Dr Reddys

Laboratories
• Novartis

• Mylan
• Aurobindo

Government
• RICH (Research & Innovation Circle of Hyderabad)
• Telangana State Innovation Cell
• T Hub – Start-up ecosystem backed by Telangana

Research & 
Knowledge

• Center for Cellular and Molecular 
Biology (CCMB)

• Center of DNA Fingerprinting and 
Diagnostics (CDFD)

• National Institute of Nutrition (NIN)

• Indian Institute of 
Chemical Technology 
(IICT)

• Center for Stem Cell 
Sciences (CSCS)

Telangana Life Sciences Grid
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The grid will connect entire ecosystem of Life Sciences in Telangana to connect and 
leverage each other. Grid will connect institutional researchers, investors, incubators, 
institutes, government bodies, infrastructure in the parks or clusters. 

Access to scientific community

Access to state-of-the art 
Infrastructure

Industry-Academia Collaboration

Access to skilled manpower

Support to R&D

4

5

6

7

8

Fast Track Approvals9

Access to existing Industry

Platform to showcase innovative 
ideas

Availability of Land

1

2

3
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Healthcare Delivery 
Infrastructure 
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T-Dialysis
• 34 Dialysis Units under PPP mode 

T-Diagnostics
• Govt. owned exclusive diagnostic centres 
• Conducts 53 Pathology tests including Dengue, Malaria, Typhoid, Sugar, Blood, 

X-Ray etc.
• Phase 1 to have 20 centres in 20 districts

Aarogyasri Health Insurance Scheme – Universal Health Protection Scheme
• Launched during 2007-08, the Aarogyasri scheme was a ‘trend-setter’ in the country 

in health insurance reimbursement
• Caters to out-of-pocket expenses for 80 Lakh families
• Covers over 1100 Surgeries / Therapies across 400 Hospitals 

Kanti Velugu – Universal Eye Screening Programme
• First-of-its-kind initiative to map population’s digital health records
• Total Population to be covered: 3.5 Crores
• Number of Spectacles to be distributed: 40 Lakhs

Mission Bhagiratha – Safe Drinking Water to prevent Diseases
• Government’s commitment to provide safe drinking water to every household to 

prevent water borne diseases
• Covers 2.7 Crores people and 68 lakh households Smart Grid with OFC network 

along the pipeline

C. Healthcare Delivery and Infrastructure

Healthcare Delivery Infrastructure

INDIVIDUALS COVERED UNDER CMRF/CMCO: 2 LAKH: ` 300 CRORE

Employee 
Health 

Scheme

5.75 lakh 
families

` 
500
cr TS provides 

free health 
insurance to 

1cr 
families

worth ` 
2,000 

cr

` 
800
cr Families 

covered under 
Aarogyasri

77.19 lakh 
families

Journalist Health Scheme: 
0.25 lakh families

TSRTC
0.60 lakh families

Singareni
0.60 lakh families

Aarogyabadhratha
0.50 lakh families

ESI
12 lakh families

` 20cr ` 75cr ` 75cr ` 50cr ` 250cr

(Source: https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Hyderabad/14-dialysis-centres-in-
PPP-mode/article14568137.ece)
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Healthcare Delivery Infrastructure Why Invest in Hyderabad?

Biologics and Vaccines
• Availability of highest number of Fill and Finish facilities in the country
• Presence of Biopharma CROs
• All major equipment manufacturers (German, American and European) offer 24X7 

service support in Hyderabad 
• Home to 4 out top 5 leading vaccine manufacturers 
• Leading provider of Pentavalent Vaccine, Rotavirus Vaccine, Japanese encephalitis 

vaccine and Typhoid vaccine globally

Pharmaceuticals:
• Unmatched capabilities in chemistry 
• Leader in API manufacturing and formulations
• Pioneer in development of complex APIs such as steroids, peptides, complex long 

chain synthesis
• c.30% of all the ANDA approvals from US-FDA received by all Indian pharma 

companies are from Hyderabad
• Accounts for c.10% of global generics exports

Medtech:
• Holistic vision for Medtech – Innovate, Scale-up and Manufacture
• Dedicated Medical Devices Park spanned across 250 Acres
• Precision engineering capabilities
• Extraordinary healthcare infrastructure and local market
• T-Works: India’s largest prototyping centre

Healthtech:
• Enviable leadership in Information Technology and Life Sciences/ Healthcare
• Presence of companies operating in Telehealth / Telemedicine, Wearables/Lifestyle 

apps, aggregators
• Established T-Hub Health Tech Innovation Accelerator in collaboration with Merck and 

Microsoft Ventures
• Dedicated IoT policy and State innovation Policy

Global In-house Centers (GICs):
• Hyderabad is one of the most preferred locations for setting up Life Sciences GICs in 

India, and has about ~45% of the total employed workforce in the Pharma, MedTech, 
and Biotechnology GIC sector*

• The employed talent pool in Hyderabad supports multitude of functions across 
the life sciences value chain such as Product R&D, Clinical Operations, Sales and 
Marketing, IT, and other corporate services

• Factors such as lower operating costs, significant talent availability, and higher 
quality of living index make Hyderabad an attractive location for life sciences services 
delivery

*Source: Everest Group
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Life Sciences Industry-  
Country Level Overview
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India: Fact Sheet 

20 Bn USD global 
exports in generics by 2020

India accounts for 20% of 
global exports

27.9 Bn USD domestic 
generics market by 2020

India fast growing as a 
potential generics consumer 

market

40 Bn USD
Biosimilar domestic market 

by 2030
100 Bn USD Biotech market 

by 2025 

50 Bn USD medical 
devices industry by 2025

4th Largest medical devices 
market in Asia

372 Bn USD of 
healthcare market by 2022

Fastest growing sector due 
to Government policy thrust

8.8% of sales invested in 
R&D

R&D seeing an upside in 
investments

1.47 Bn USD worth of 
Mergers & Acquisition Deals
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t 
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es Pharma Vision 2020
Policy focus to make 

India an end-to-end drug 
manufacturing leader

National Biopharma 
Mission

Accelerating Innovation in 
Biopharmaceuticals

National Health 
Policy

Strengthen domestic 
healthcare system

Medical Device 
Policy 

Key pillar of Make in 
India – allows 100% FDI

India making strides in providing conducive business environment to new and existing investors
77 Rank in World Bank’s Doing Business - 53 places jump in last two years

Implementation of Business Reform Action Plan across the country – Telangana is top-ranked State on the index

Ea
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g 
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Single Window Clearance – Indian regulatory body planning a one-stop approval window especially for Biopharma

(Source:  IBEF, Make in India Statistics, Pharmaceuticals Exports Promotion Council 
of India,  HYPERLINK “http://www.brandindiapharma.in” www.brandindiapharma.in
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India: Fact Sheet India- The Fastest Growing 
Economy 
India is the fastest growing economy in the world and is expected to touch 7.5 percent 
growth in 2020 , a 4% increase from growth rate in 2019. This growth is supported by 
stable macro-economic environment, thrust on infrastructure development, conducive 
business environment, liberal FDI regime and Make in India programme, have all 
contributed to making India a favored investment destination.

Backed by strong fiscal reforms over the years and policy thrust, India has seen a surge 
in FDI inflows in recent years. Relaxed FDI norms in several sectors including medical 
devices have improved business environment in the country.  India emerges as the 
top most destination for Green field capital  even ahead of China and US. Total FDI 
investments in India in FY 2017-18 stood at US$ 38 billion.

The country has aggressively pushed its reforms agenda through World Bank’s Doing 
Business and DIPP’s Business Reform Action Plan programmes. India is now ranked 
77th on World Bank’s Doing Business Index. Implementation of business reforms 
across the country has improved the regulatory landscape across Indian States resulting 
in new foreign investments in various sectors including Pharmaceuticals.

Moreover, India has also made progress on other international indices, reiterating its 
improving business ecosystem. In 2017, the World Economic Forum (WEF) highlighted 
India as the most ‘Competitive economy’ in South Asia, as it secured 40th spot in the 
2017 global competitiveness ranking. Among its BRICS peers, only China (27) is ahead 
. Also, the country climbed one spot, to 8th rank in the 2017 A.T. Kearney Foreign 
Direct Investment (FDI) Confidence Index, on the back of a simplified and transparent 
business environment . 

As per the new provision in Income Tax Act, The government has cut minimum alternate 
tax (MAT) to 15% from 18.5% and has slashed corporate tax rate to 22% from 
30%. Companies will have an option to pay income tax at the rate of 22% subject to 
condition that it will not avail any exemption / incentive. The effective tax rate for these 
companies shall be 25.17%, inclusive of surcharge and cess. As per new reforms, 
companies paying an effective tax rate of 25.17 %, inclusive of surcharge and cess, will 
not be required to pay Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT).
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New investments in SEZs on or before March 31, 2020 could be attractive whether or 
not the tax holiday benefit is availed of, with the reduced corporate tax rate of 15% for 
manufacturing companies and 22% for other segments. Companies may choose not 
to claim the tax holiday and avail the concessional corporate tax rate of 15% without 
any MAT implications. Existing entities operating in SEZs have an option to take benefit 
of the reduced corporate tax rate of 22%, without availing of any tax holiday. Even 
otherwise, if such concessional tax regime is not opted, the tax burden could come 
down as the rate of MAT has been reduced to 15% from 18.5%.

Post March 31, 2020, investment in SEZ can still be considered as a preferred option, 
given the concessional corporate tax rate without any MAT impact and indirect tax 
benefits remaining at status quo.

With a stable macro-economic environment in India backed by strong business reforms 
and Government intent and a growth fueled by its own consumption story, Indian 
Pharmaceuticals & Biotech Industry has registered a double digit growth in FY 18 after 
a few sluggish years of growth. With robust policy framework and structural reforms in 
place, India has emerged as one of the most favored investment destinations in present 
times.  
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India – Pioneering Growth in the 
Booming Life Sciences Industry
A sustainable healthcare system is imperative for a country’s development and the life 
sciences sector is a predominant contributor to the healthcare ecosystem, in turn boosting 
economic development.

Indian Life Sciences Industry is one of the fastest growing industries. Pharmaceuticals, 
3rd largest industry globally, is expected to grow at a CAGR of 22.4% to reach USD 55 
Billion . Today, the Indian life sciences sector not only exports affordable and high quality 
generics, but also intermediates and Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs), to both 
regulated and semi-regulated markets world-wide. Globally, it is ranked third by volume 
and fourteenth by value  and is likely to enter the top-10 ranking by value by 2020.

Indian healthcare is expected to cross USD 372 Billion by 2022 and biotech is expected to 
touch USD 100 billion by 2025 .

Indian medical devices industry is the 4th largest in Asia. It is poised for significant growth 
and is expected to reach USD 50 billion  by 2025.

The rising burden of lifestyle diseases, growing population and increasing healthcare 
awareness are positively contributing to growth and domestic consumption in the sector. 
Ageing population is going to drive the demand for pharmaceutical products. According 
to the United Nations, India’s population is set to touch 1.45 billion by 2028, making it the 
world’s most populous nation. Society is afflicted with lifestyle-related ailments, including 
diabetes, obesity, stroke and cancer and this is projected to drive the internal consumption 
within the country. There is an increase in Income levels supported by public health-care 
spending and healthcare financing from Government which is further going to support the 
industry growth.

In view of the projected growth of the industry and its immense potential fueled by global 
factors as well as growing internal demand, Government of India has undertaken several 
policy initiatives to support the industry.
• Government of India released “Pharma Vision 2020” aimed at making India a global 

leader in end-to-end drug manufacturing.
• Scheme for “cluster development programme” for facilitating creation of an integrated 

pharma ecosystem equipped with all necessary infrastructure facilities and availability 
of required talent pool and skilled manpower. Scheme targets to bring down the cost 
of production by 20%.
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• Launch of first of its kind “Innovate in 
India” programme as part of National 
Biopharma Mission. The programme is 
first ever collaboration between Industry 
& Academia to accelerate biopharma 
development . Implemnted by BIRAC 
(Biotechnology Industry Research 
Assistance Council) in collaboration with 
World Bank, aims at increasing India’s 
biopharma market share from 2.8% to 
5%. Programme is aimed at co-creation of 
scientific discoveries.

• National Health Policy formulated to 
strengthen the public healthcare system 
by increasing the government expenditure 
from 1.15% to 2.5% of GDP by 202510.

• amendments to the Drugs and Cosmetics 
Rules to ensure availability of generic 
drugs at reasonable prices and promote 
the use of generic medicines notification 
of “Medical Devices Rules, 2017” 
aimed at simplifying regulatory norms 
for manufacturing medical devices and 
equipment.

• The National Intellectual Property Rights 
(IPR) Policy launched by Department of 
Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) in 
May 2016 lays down processes to expedite 
IPR filings that are critical for the success 
of the sector.

• National Health Protection Scheme to 
provide health cover to more than 100 
million under privileged families in the 
country 100% FDI allowed in medical 
devices.

• Government of India is planning to set up 
mega bulk drug parks to reduce industry’s 
dependency on raw material imports .

• Announcement of 11 new National 
Institutes of Pharmaceutical Education & 
Research (NIPER)
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Industry Infographic

2.6 Mn
STEM graduates, 2nd largest 

contributor of global 
biotech and pharmaceutical 

workforce.

3,000 Pharma 

companies, 10,500 
manufacturing units and 

over 6,000 generic drugs 
brands

35-40%
Less manufacturing cost as 
compared to USA owing to 

CRAM (Contract 
Manufacturing and Research) 

services

$40 Bn
Biosimilar domestic 

market by 2030

1,400 GMP approved 

units, >1100 have 
Europe’s CEP certificates

>950 match TGA 
guidelines

787
USFDA approved facilities –
highest in the world outside 

USA

USD 100 Bn 
Biotechnology domestic 

market by 2025

53 points improvement 
in 

2 years 
in World Bank’s Ease of 
Doing Business Ranking 

15% CAGR in 
Pharma sector from 

USD 33 Bn in 2017 to 

USD 50 Bn by 2025

USD 28 Bn 
Domestic generics 

market by 2020

In FY 2018 
Pharma companies 

invested 8.8% of their 
sales in R&D 

304 ANDA
Received from USFDA in 

2017

The Pharma sector in India is projected to grow fastest in the world by 2030. 
Pharma exports from India grew at a CAGR of 10.6% over the last 5 years and stood 
at 17.6 Bn USD in FY 2018, the 6th largest share in the world. 

Source:  IBEF; Invest in India; Make in India; Pharma Biz; DIPP
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Biotechnology
• 3rd largest biotech destination in Asia pacific region
• 3% share in the global Biotechnology Industry
• No. 1 producer and supplier of Hepatitis B vaccine recombinant
• 100 Intellectual Property Facilitated
• 5 University Innovation Clusters created and 1 regional innovation center
• Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council (BIRAC) s et up by Government 

of India to support industry through funding (150 cr. Equity funding), mentoring, 
handholding and infrastructure support (41 bio-incubators across 4.5 lakh sq. ft 
supporting ~ 400 startups)

Medical Devices
• India is the 4th largest market for Medical Devices in Asia
• Medical Devices sector growing at CAGR 15.8% as compared to the global average 

of 4.1%
• Expected to reach USD 50 billion by 2025
• India imports over 75% of its medical devices 

Source: Make in India; IBEF; Invest in India

Source:  Invest India, Business World
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Source: Scheme for development of Pharmaceuticals Industry, Department of Pharmaceuticals, Govt proposes 
over Rs 460 crore support for development of pharma sector, The Times of India, 25 June 2018

Make in India – Thrust to Life Sciences

Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology are focus sectors under the Make in India initia-
tive launched in 2014. Over USD 67 millionhave been allocated by the government 
towards various schemes between 2018 and 2020

Pharmaceutical 
technology upgradation 
assistance scheme

Assistance to the bulk 
drug industry for common 
facilities

Assistance to the medical 
device industry for 
common Facilities 

Assistance for cluster 
development

USD 20 million- Interest 
subvention to eligible SMEs with 
GMP-compliant manufacturing 
facilities both for bulk drugs and 
formulation 

USD 28 million- For establishing 
common facilities such as effluent 
treatment plants, captive power 
plants, steam and cooling systems, 
advance common testing centres in 
bulk drug parks

USD 14 million assistance to 
SMEs for setting up common 
facilities for testing, training, R&D, 
effluent treatment, logistics in a 
pharma cluster

USD 4 million to set up common 
facilities for component testing, 
electro-magnetic interference 
laboratory, biomaterial testing, 
cabinet moulding, injection 
moulding for upcoming medical 
device parks

Pharmaceutical Promotion and 
Development Scheme 
USD .8 million- promote growth,  development and export 
promotion in the pharmaceutical sector by extending 
financial support to conduct seminars, conferences, 
exhibitions, and so on
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Regulatory Landscape Strengthening in India

Patent Law

FDI Policies

• India’s Patent Law amended in 2005 to include product 
patents - companies can patent both drugs as well as 
manufacturing processes 

• Increased awareness about patent law
• Reduced examination timelines 
• Digitized patent filing system for applicants

India attracted FDI inflows worth USD 15.93 Bn between 
April 2000 and December 2018. 
The FDI rules have been revised to allow:
• 100% FDI for greenfield pharma projects through 

automated routes and 
• Up to 74% FDI in brownfield projects 

Notable Outcomes of the Improved Regulatory 
Landscape

• 38 Private Equity investment deals in FY2018.
• Increase in R&D investment in from 5.3% earlier to 

8.5% in FY18
• 46 M & A deals worth USD 1.47 Bn
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Notes
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KPMG in India contacts:

Jayesh Ranjan
Principal Secretary
Industries and Commerce
Government of Telangana
T: +91 4023456401
E: prlsecy-inds@telangana.gov.in

Nilaya Varma
Partner and Leader
Markets Enablement
KPMG India
T: +91 1246691000
E: nilaya@kpmg.com

Shakti M Naggapan
Director 
CEO, Hyderabad Pharma City
Life Sciences and Pharma
Government of Telangana
T: +91 4023238290, 4023237625
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